FRIENDLY AEROSOLS

The past year was marked by the global COVID-19 pandemic and therefore a
time of uncertainty, fear and panic. Many were confronted by massive restrictions in their daily lives, by overwhelming news of infection, mortality rates
and scientific explanations.
Countering this harsh reality is an all the more greater need for relaxation
and a longing for the carefree life of days past. We humans find a safe and magical refuge for this time and again in the world of our thoughts.
The project „friendly aerosols“ wants to create a place for free thoughts and
free movement. Two stylized trees and a recumbent dead tree symbolize the
life cycle. The artificial, painted trees are leafless and naked. At their branch
ends are mist nozzles which spread a fine spray of aerosols.
These tiny water droplets are not only important in the fight against climate
change, as they counteract greenhouse gases. Fine mists are also beneficial to
human health. Negative air ions which attach themselves to the water droplets

accelerate the speed of the cilia in the nasal mucous membrane when inhaled,
resulting in a much stronger cleaning effect of both the nasal mucous membrane and the mucous membranes of the respiratory tract.
Instead of the foliage, the mist gives the treetop volume. Naturally, its shape
does not remain rigid, but is extremely filigree and fine. Merely a weak wind
sets the light wafts of mist in motion and makes the crown of the tree extremely ephemeral.
Another strong visual effect is created by light irradiation: the water drops
glisten in the sunlight and, when the sun‘s rays are suitably incident, a rainbow appears. In the warm season, the spray mist cools the skin. The permanent sound of the nozzles recalls the soothing rustling of leaves in the wind.
The magic garden is meditative and sensual, reminding of a fairy tale. Sit
down and immerse yourself in your own personal mist spray!
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